We demonstrate a generally applicable technique for mixing two-species quantum degenerate bosonic samples in the presence of an optical lattice, and we employ it to produce low-entropy samples of ultracold 87 Rb 133 Cs Feshbach molecules with a lattice filling fraction exceeding 30%. Starting from two spatially separated Bose-Einstein condensates of Rb and Cs atoms, Rb-Cs atom pairs are efficiently produced by using the superfluid-to-Mott insulator quantum phase transition twice, first for the Cs sample, then for the Rb sample, after nulling the Rb-Cs interaction at a Feshbach resonance's zero crossing. We form molecules out of atom pairs and characterize the mixing process in terms of sample overlap and mixing speed. The dense and ultracold sample of more than 5000 RbCs molecules is an ideal starting point for experiments in the context of quantum many-body physics with long-range dipolar interactions.
Samples of dipolar ground-state molecules with low entropy offer a platform for exploring new areas of quantum many-body physics and related fields. Because of their long-range, spatially anisotropic interaction they have been proposed to enable investigations into novel forms of quantum matter, e.g., supersolidity, unconventional manifestations of superfluidity, and novel types of quantum magnetism [1] [2] [3] . They are expected to allow the realization of many-body spin systems [4] with, in principle, local spin control and readout. In particular, they promise the study of dynamical processes in such systems, e.g., on many-body spin transport and inhibition thereof [5] . In addition, with the exquisite control over all quantum degrees of freedom, they offer the possibility of implementing quantum simulation protocols [6] that require genuine and strong long-range interactions.
The production of low-entropy samples of rovibronic ground-state molecules is challenging. To date, the regime of nanokelvin molecular temperatures has only been reached for a selected class of dimer molecules by combining the technique of Feshbach association in ultracold, nearly quantum degenerate, atomic samples with the technique of stimulated ground-state transfer (stimulated Raman adiabatic passage, STIRAP) as pioneered on homonuclear Rb 2 and Cs 2 [7] [8] [9] and heteronuclear fermionic KRb [10] . This strategy has recently been applied to various other heteronuclear alkali combinations, i.e., to bosonic RbCs [11, 12] , fermionic NaK [13] , and bosonic NaRb [14] . In essence, low entropy is obtained on the atomic samples, and Feshbach association and subsequent STIRAP transfer are aimed at maintaining low entropy. * These authors contributed equally to this work. Mixing the degenerate atomic samples is of crucial importance for our specific purpose to create heteronuclear molecules, as well as for many other applications [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Maintaining low entropy in the course of the mixing process and during the subsequent step of association to molecules poses a great experimental challenge. Ideally, each atom from one species should find precisely one atom from the other species for pairing up. Loss processes due to atomic three-body recombination (before the association process) and vibrational relaxation of Feshbach molecules as a result of either atom-molecule arXiv:1607.06536v2 [cond-mat.quant-gas] 10 Feb 2017 or molecule-molecule collisions (after the association process) should be avoided. It is difficult to prevent these loss processes, and all experiments with 3D bulk mixtures [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] have been able to convert only a comparatively small fraction of the initial heteronuclear atomic mixture to molecules, which has led to a significant increase of the systems' entropy.
In this Letter, we demonstrate a general sample-mixing technique that allows us to efficiently produce heteronuclear atom pairs at the individual lattice sites of an optical lattice and thereby to prepare low-entropy samples of heteronuclear dimer molecules. With this technique we can mix atom samples that are immiscible under background conditions while largely avoiding threebody losses. Our quantum engineering approach combines superfluid transport with interspecies interaction control and atom localization as a result of the superfluid (SF) to Mott-insulator (MI) quantum phase transition. Specifically, in a nontrivial generalization of the work with homonuclear molecules [9] , we prepare heteronuclear Rb-Cs atom pairs at high lattice filling by employing the SF to MI transition twice, first for the Cs sample to create a one-atom-per-site Cs MI, then for the Rb sample on top of the Cs MI with the aim to create a flat distribution of Rb-Cs atom pairs [9] . These pairs are subsequently converted to RbCs molecules. Control of the interspecies interaction at an interspecies Feshbach resonance's zero crossing is needed to allow for sample mixing. Our technique minimizes loss since the lattice greatly suppresses atomic three-body processes and shields the Rb-Cs atom pairs and the subsequently formed RbCs molecules from collisions. Recently, with some similarity to our work, low-entropy samples of fermionic KRb ground-state molecules [21, 22] have been produced in an optical lattice by forming atom pairs from a band insulator for K on top of a MI for Rb.
The experiment starts with spatially separated BoseEinstein condensates (BEC) of 133 Cs and 87 Rb atoms, levitated against gravity and trapped in crossed dipole traps as shown schematically in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) [23, 24] . The initial distance between the samples in the horizontal plane is x = 100 µm. Typically, we have 4.0 × 10 4 atoms in the Rb BEC and 1.7 × 10 4 atoms in the Cs BEC at a magnetic offset field B ≈ 21.0 G. At this field value, which is suitable for producing the Cs BEC [25] , the Rb-Rb and the Cs-Cs intraspecies scattering lengths are a RbRb ≈ 100 a 0 and a CsCs ≈ 220 a 0 , respectively, while the interspecies scattering length is a RbCs ≈ 645 a 0 [26] , rendering the two BECs immiscible. Here, Cs (Rb) is in the f Cs = 3, m fCs = 3 (f Rb = 1, m f Rb = 1) spin state. A 3D cubic optical lattice, generated by three retroreflected laser beams at λ = 1064.5 nm with large 1/e 2 waists of about 450 µm covering both samples, is ramped up to induce the SF-to-MI phase transition for the Cs sample. At a lattice depth of V 3) ) µm, assuming the convolution of spherical samples with homogenous densities and taking into account the trailing tail by allowing for a one-sided offset [24] .
we create a one-atom-per-site MI for Cs [24] . Typically, 80% of the atoms in the initial Cs BEC are found to be in the one-atom-Mott shell [27] . The Rb sample, which sees a depth of
is the Rb photon recoil energy. The Rb sample, over the course of the next 1500 ms, is steered onto the Cs sample by moving the underlying dipole trap beam linearly in time [24] . Before the two samples start to overlap, the field B is increased to B ≈ 354.95 G to access an interspecies Feshbach resonance's zero crossing with slope da RbCs /dB = 0.30 a 0 /mG [24] . Note that in the vicinity of the interspecies Feshbach resonance a CsCs is prohibitively large, a CsCs ≈ 2500 a 0 [28] . A mixed sample without the lattice would experience rapid Cs-Cs-Cs and Cs-Cs-Rb three-body loss. The lattice thus assures sufficient stability over the course of the mixing process.
After spatial overlap, the lattice depth is further raised to V We note that we reach the phase transition point but do not enter deeply into the MI regime for Rb because of limited laser power. To quantify the success of the mixing process, we associate the Rb-Cs atom pairs to RbCs Feshbach molecules by ramping down B across the resonance pole at 352.74 G. Further lowering B to below 315 G allows us to enter a Feshbach state with a much lower magnetic moment than the initial molecular state [24] . The number of molecules N RbCs is determined via Stern-Gerlach separation of atoms and molecules in time of flight followed by reversing the association path to dissociate the molecules and measuring the number of atoms that have previously been bound in a molecule [11, 26] . Note that the molecular sample is essentially frozen in the lattice since the molecular mobility is much lower than the atomic mobility as a result of higher mass and higher polarizability. Each molecule resides in the lowest vibrational quantum state of its respective lattice well [9] , as can be checked in a band-mapping experiment. Our figure of merit is N RbCs /N BEC Cs , where N BEC Cs is the (constant) number of Cs atoms in the initial BEC, giving us a lower bound for the lattice filling fraction p [24] . We note that, up to this point, we have lost about 50% of the atoms that were in the initial Cs BEC: About 15% of the Cs atoms are lost irrespective of the Rb sample. An additional 35% are lost when the two samples are allowed to interact, presumably due to interspecies three-body recombination. Further details on experiment timing, Feshbach structure, and sample characterization are given in Ref. [24] .
First we address the samples' spatial overlap. We vary the final position of the Rb sample in the horizonal x and vertical z direction and plot N RbCs , respectively, [24] . Also, they shows that we control the relative positions of the two samples to much better than their sizes. When varying the vertical position, the data are symmetric around the origin as one may expect. However, varying the horizontal position shows a clear asymmetry. We attribute this asymmetry to a trailing tail that the Rb sample develops during transport. The origin of the tail and whether its existence limits our pair formation efficiency will have to be addressed in future work.
Next, we characterize the mixing process in terms of the interspecies interaction strength. Figure 3 (a) shows the result of our measurements for optimal spatial overlap when we choose different values for a RbCs in the vicinity of the zero crossing during the mixing process. The efficiency is maximal for nulled interactions and it drops off for repulsive and attractive interactions with an initial slope of ∼ ±0.1/50 a formed an experiment in which we first prepare Rb-Cs atom pairs as discussed before at optimal efficiency, but without the subsequent step of Feshbach association. Instead, we hold the atom pairs for τ = 270 ms at various values for a RbCs . During this time, Rb atoms, although with low mobility, are able to tunnel. We then stop the evolution and determine the number of Rb-Cs atom pairs as before via Feshbach association, Stern-Gerlach separation, and molecule detection. The data is also plotted in Fig. 3(a) . A clear minimum can be found for N RbCs that coincides with the resonance condition. Note that the data show a maximum that is slightly shifted away from a RbCs = 0 towards negative values. We have no immediate explanation for this.
In the next experiment we test how the molecule production efficiency depends on the final lattice depth V Rb fin . For this, we raise the lattice to a value in the range between 7.7 E Rb rec (no raise) and 13.8 E Rb rec (at full laser power available) with a linear ramp as before, and we again determine N RbCs . Note that the Rb sample is expected to undergo the SF-to-MI phase transition at V Rb crit ≈ 13.8 E Rb rec . The data for N RbCs , shown in Fig. 3(b) , show no indication of saturation. We thus may expect that the efficiency can be improved by driving the Rb sample more deeply into the MI phase.
Finally, we address the question of how quickly the two samples can be merged. Evidently, a fast merger is desirable in order to reduce the effect of loss processes as a result of three-body recombination or heating processes due to laser-intensity noise and beam-pointing instabilities. We vary the speed v at which we steer the Rb dipole trap towards and onto the Cs sample and then determine N RbCs as before. The data, as a function of mixing lattice depth V Rb mix , respectively, V Cs mix is shown in Fig. 4(a) . For a given v, as V Rb mix is increased, the mixing process first becomes more efficient, but then experiences an abrupt breakdown at specific values V Rb crit that we determine by error-function fits to the data [24] . For sufficiently low speeds (see, e.g., the data for v = 55 µm/s) the efficiency saturates before it experiences the breakdown. We can explain the reduction of efficiency towards lower V Rb mix by a reduced lifetime of the Cs MI state. A measurement of this lifetime at B = 355 G, corresponding to a CsCs ≈ 2500 a 0 , is shown in Fig. 4 (b) [24] . Below about V Cs mix ≈ 20 E Cs rec , corresponding to V Rb mix ≈ 7.5 E Rb rec , the lifetime is significantly reduced, in agreement with the loss of efficiency below the same value as found in the data shown in Fig. 4(a) . We note that the Cs MI lifetime is much higher at lower values for B, respectively, a CsCs at which we produce the Cs BEC.
We attribute the breakdown at higher values of V
Rb mix
to a breakdown of the Rb superfluid current [29, 30] . A given depth V Figure 4 (c) also plots the theory prediction of Ref. [29] . Evidently, our data is significantly below this prediction. Note that shifting the theory curve horizontally by 3.5 E Rb rec gives very good agreement. We have no explanation for the discrepancy between our data and the theory prediction. We note that for the data shown, e.g., in Fig. 3(a) we have chosen a transport speed that is significantly below the critical speed, as indicted by the diamond in Fig. 4(c) .
Evidently, our mixing procedure can be improved in various ways. Apart from going more deeply into the Rb MI phase one should increase the speed for superfluid transport and reduce the initial distance between the two samples to minimize the time over which threebody loss processes take place. Ideally, one should place two pancake-shaped BECs directly parallel to each other and then merge the two samples along the tightly confined direction.
In conclusion, we have developed a procedure to efficiently mix two-species bosonic samples and have applied it to form low-entropy samples of bosonic RbCs Feshbach molecules in an optical lattice. The entropy per molecule can be estimated to ≈ 2 k B [24] . Note that this is an up- per bound, as we, at this point, can only give a lower bound on the lattice filling fraction. Future experiments with interacting dipoles will allow us a more precise determination of the filling fraction [31] . Our mixed bosonic two-species sample is an ideal starting point for experiments in the context of quantum many-body physics, e.g. on strongly interacting two-species Bose polarons [32] , on quantum droplet formation in Bose mixtures [15, 16] , on impurity transport [17] , and on disorder in Bose-Bose mixtures [18] [19] [20] . Low-entropy dipolar quantum gases can be generated by transferring the molecules via STI-RAP to the electronic and rovibrational ground state. We expect STIRAP transfer efficiencies exceeding 90% as demonstrated in a previous publication [11] . Similar rovibrational wave-function overlap but better sample localization will allow us to push efficiencies towards 100%. When in the ground state and polarized by an external electric field, the dynamics of the gas will be dominated by nearest-neighbor interactions with inter-action strength on the order of h × 1 kHz. This will allow us to study important problems in quantum many-body physics, such as the phase diagram of the Bose-Hubbard model extended by a long-range interaction term [33, 34] and quantum spin models with long-range interactions [31] .
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL Experimental timing
Details of a typical experimental sequence are given in Fig. S1 . The sequence starts with the loading of the two BECs into the optical lattice and creating a Cs MI, followed by the transport of the Rb BEC, the Rb-Cs pair formation, the production and the subsequent detection of molecules. We denote the intensity in the dipole trapping beams by I y,Rb , I y,Cs , and I x for the beams along the y direction for the inital Rb and Cs dipole traps and for the beam joining the two samples along the transport x direction, respectively (see Fig. 1(a) of the main article). In the course of the sequence, the lattice depth V Cs = 2.6V Rb , the Rb trap position x Rb along the transport direction, the intensities I y,Rb , I y,Cs , and I x , the magnetic offset field B, and the magnetic field gradient |∇B| are ramped. Note that the Cs atoms see a 1.08 times larger trap frequency than the Rb atoms for a given dipole trap laser power.
Initially, the Rb BEC and the Cs BEC are spatially separated along the x direction by ≈ 100 µm with ν x,Rb = 38 Hz, ν x,Cs = 10 Hz, ν y,Rb = 14 Hz, ν y,Cs = 15 Hz, ν z,Rb = 39 Hz, and ν z,Cs = 18 Hz. Here, ν x,Rb denotes the trap frequency for the Rb trap in x direction, and analogously for the other trap frequencies. The initial distance of the two BECs is large enough to avoid spilling from one sample into the other. In the course of the transport, while the confinement of the two samples is controlled by the intensities I y,Rb , I y,Cs , and I x , it is strongly modified along the x direction when the underlying dipole traps start to overlap. Beam steering to move the Rb trap along the x and the z directions is achieved by a two-axes translational piezo flexure stage onto which we have attached the fiber tip of the fiber that delivers the light for the Rb trap beam propagating in the y direction. Beam steering is done with µm precision as verified by in-situ absorption images. The initial gradient |∇B| = 31.1 G/cm levitates the Cs sample against gravity, but slightly overlevitates the Rb sample.
Upon loading both ensembles into the 3D optical lattice with a lattice spacing of λ/2 = 532.25 nm we drive the SF-to-MI phase transition for the Cs sample while leaving the Rb sample superfluid. For this, we exponentially increase the lattice depth to V Cs = V . At the same the time underlying Cs dipole trap is stiffened to assure that we create a clean one-atom MI shell for Cs.
Subsequently, the Rb sample is transported through the lattice towards and onto the Cs sample within typically 1500 ms by moving the underlying Rb dipole trap along the x direction. The gradient |∇B| is ramped to 30.1 G/cm in the course of the first 500 ms of the transport process for optimum levitation of Rb. We slightly adjust the vertical position of the Rb trap in the course of the transport for optimal overlap with the Cs sample.
After 998 ms of the transport, i.e. 502 ms before the Rb sample has reached its final position, the offset field B is ramped within 2 ms to the zero crossing for a RbCs at 354.95 G. Simultaneously |∇B| is adjusted to 25.9 G/cm to compensate for the change in the magnetic moment of Rb as B is changed. Within the last 500 ms of the transport the underlying Cs dipole trap beam along the y direction is adiabatically turned off to avoid its influence on the final phase of the Rb transport.
As soon as the Rb transport is finished we increase the lattice depth V Cs to V Fig. S2 ). Subsequently, within 1 ms, we jump B to 316.0 G, where an avoided crossing is located that allows us to transfer the molecules into the second state by ramping B in 2 ms to 314.0 G (see Fig. S2 and the discussion in the next section). This final molecular state possesses a magnetic moment that significantly differs from the one of the unbound atoms, allowing Stern-Gerlach separation of molecules and atoms. We switch off the dipole trap and lattice potentials abruptly and spatially separate the molecules from nonassociated atoms within 3 ms time of flight. For detection we reverse the Feshbach association ramp to dissociate the molecules back to atoms. These atoms and also the atoms that were not subject to molecule formation are subsequently detected by standard absorption imaging.
Feshbach states
In the following we adopt the labelling |n(f Rb , f Cs )L(m f Rb , m fCs )M tot of the Feshbach states used in Ref. [1] , where a broader overview on the Rb-Cs Feshbach states and resonances is given. The number n indicates the vibrational level as counted from threshold (i.e. n = −1 refers to the least bound vibrational level, n = −2 is the second least bound vibrational level, etc.) and the quantum numbers f and m f label the total atomic angular momentum and its projection onto the B-field axis, respectively. The quantum number L (with s for L = 0, p for L = 1, d for L = 2 etc.) denotes the molecular rotational angular momentum and M tot = m f Rb + m fCs + M L is the sum of all projected angular momenta. Since here M tot = 4 for all relevant states we omit M tot .
For the mixing process and molecule creation we make use of a 2.21-G-wide Rb-Cs Feshbach resonance, whose pole is located at 352.74 G. The background interspecies scattering length in the vicinity of this resonance is a RbCs = 654 a 0 [2] . The Rb and Cs samples are initially overlapped at the zero crossing for a RbCs at 354.95 G, indicated by the red arrow in Fig. S2 . From there B is ramped to the pole of the resonance, jumping nonadiabatically over a very narrow Feshbach resonance (with a width of 1.2 mG) located at 353.57 G caused by the molecular state |e = | − 6(2, 4)d(0, 2) [2] (see inset in Fig. S2 ). The atoms then enter a Feshbach state that initially is a combination of state |a = | − 1(2, 4)s(1, 3) and |d = | − 6(2, 4)s(0, 4) (green curve in the inset to Fig. S2 ). Upon further lowering B the state becomes |a . In order to allow the separation of molecules from unbound atoms via the Stern-Gerlach technique, an anticrossing of molecular states at 315 G is used to adiabatically transfer the molecules from state |a to |b . The latter one is together with state |c a superposition of the molecular states | − 6(2, 4)d(0, 3) and | − 6(2, 4)s (1, 3) . The exact composition of the molecular states is of importance for future work when the molecules are to be transferred by STIRAP from their weakly-bound state to their rovibronic ground state.
Convolution modeling
We characterize the overlap of the two atomic samples, as presented in Fig. 2 of the main article, by using a simple model that assumes two spheres of homogeneous density with radii r 1 and r 2 . The convolution C(d) of two spheres as a function of the distance d between their centers is given by
. We allow for an asymmetric offset N offset RbCs to account for the trailing tail that is observed in the experiment when convolving the samples along the transport x direction. Setting x Cs = 0 for the center of the Cs sample, the full fit function to the number of RbCs molecules N RbCs then reads
For r 1 = r 2 the function has a characteristic volcanolike profile, where N max RbCs defines the height the plateau when one sphere is fully enclosed by the other. The fit cannot attribute r 1 and r 2 to the individual species, however for a sufficiently large difference in the atom number we presume that the smaller radius belongs to the smaller sample (here Cs). Even though the atom samples possess some ellipticity due to the shape of their trapping potential and even though their densities are inhomogeneous, the fit should yield acceptable estimates for samples' radii along the direction of the convolution measurement. When compared to a simple calculation that assumes the formation of defect-free single-shell MIs the sample radii that result from the convolution-measurement fits are roughly 1 µm larger. This deviation is probably the result of a reduced density in the outer region of the MI as a result of nonzero temperatures. Note that the convolution measurement shows that we control the relative positioning of the two atom samples along the two steering axes to a much higher precision than the resolution of our imaging setup. It in particular allows us to calibrate a roughly 5-µm chromatic offset between the absorption images of the two species.
Filling fraction and entropy
We normalize the number of RbCs molecules N RbCs by the number N BEC Cs of atoms in the Cs BEC and thereby obtain a lower bound for the filling fraction of the RbCs molecules in the optical lattice when we assume a filling fraction of unity for the Cs MI right after lattice loading and full coverage of the Cs sample by a homogeneous density of Rb atoms. The first assumption is well fulfilled for the center region of the Cs MI (see section Cs MI characterization). The second assumption, however, is not necessarily fulfilled and can locally lead to an underestimation of the filling fraction. The Rb sample is elongated along the y axis, therefore a significantly higher Rb atom number is required to fully cover the nearly spherical Cs MI. Although the initial Rb BEC is about twice as large as the Cs BEC, this requirement is not necessarily met, since 20%-50% of the Rb atoms are stuck in the lattice during transport. Furthermore, the Rb density is not homogeneous, especially since we are not yet able to drive the Rb sample deep into the MI regime. We note that the elongation of the Rb sample is actually necessary to provide sufficient overlap since we have no handle on the relative position of the atom clouds along the y axis and a small offset exists due to the fact that the focus of the Cs trapping beam is axially shifted from the intersection with the trapping beam that defines the transport axis.
Several aspects limit the filling fraction of the RbCs molecules: The finite lifetime of the Cs MI at high magnetic fields (see section Cs MI characterization) as well as losses during the overlapping process, which we attribute to interspecies three-body recombination, create vacancies in the Cs MI. Finite coverage of the Cs MI by the Rb sample and variations in the Rb density from n Rb = 1 limit the overall pair formation efficiency. The loss of Cs atoms in absence of the Rb sample is about 15%. The number of Rb atoms that are lost during the mixing process (excluding atoms that are stuck on the way to the Cs sample during the transport) is about 1.6(1) times the number of additionally lost Cs atoms in presence of Rb. It therefore appears that this loss is dominated by the Rb-Rb-Cs three-body loss mechanism, further reducing the number of Cs atoms by 35% of the Cs BEC size. We observe an enhancement of the interspecies loss for slower transport velocities, which can be compensated by bringing the lattice depth V mix closer to the critical value at which the superflow of Rb breaks down. This is not surprising considering that both the critical transport velocity and the three-body loss rate scale with the tunneling time in the optical lattice. In the end, about 60% of the remaining Cs atoms (30% of N BEC Cs ) are paired with Rb and successfully form RbCs molecules.
For calculation of the molecules' entropy we assume that lattice sites occupied by unassociated atoms can be emptied, e.g. by a blow-away technique [3, 4] , without affecting the molecular sample. The probability for an empty site is then 1 − p, where p is the molecular filling fraction, and the entropy per molecule is [5] 
Taking p = 30% as a lower bound gives s = 2 k B . This value compares well with the one reported in Ref. [6] .
On-site interspecies interaction
For moderate values of the interspecies scattering length a AB the Hubbard on-site interaction between atoms A and B is given by
Here, µ AB = m A m B /(m A + m B ) is the reduced mass and w A,B are the Wannier functions for A and B, respectively. Independent of the depth of the lattice we find that U RbCs = −U RbRb for a RbCs = −82 a 0 .
Cs MI characterization
At low values for B (i.e. B = 21 G, where we form the Cs BEC) the Cs sample in the optical lattice is stable for many seconds irrespective of the lattice depth. Increasing B to high values (necessary to access the Rb-Cs Feshbach resonance and to tune the interspecies interaction) however changes the Cs intraspecies scattering length a CsCs dramatically. For B = 354.95 G, where we perform the mixing procedure, a CsCs reaches about 2500 a 0 [7] . We emphasize that in this regime it is of crucial importance to drive the system deeply into the MI state to protect the Cs MI from enhanced Cs-Cs-Cs three-body loss.
We analyze the stability of the Cs MI at high values for B (see Fig. 4(b) of the main article) by preparing first a Cs MI at B = 21 G for a lattice depth V Cs . We increase B within 2 ms to B = 354.95 G and then hold the sample for a variable hold time τ before lowering B again back to B = 21 G within another 2 ms. In the end the lattice is ramped down adiabatically and the BEC fraction of the Cs sample is determined. We find that the BEC fraction decays exponentially with τ and determine the 1/e lifetime t MI as a function of V Cs . The result is plotted in Fig. 4(b) of the main article. We note that the decay of the Cs atom number due to Cs-CsCs three-body losses is in general slower than the decay of the BEC fraction. To maintain a stable Cs MI state over the course of the 540 ms that the atoms spend at high values for B during the mixing process (see section Experimental timing) the mixing lattice depth V Cs mix has to be at least 20 E Cs rec (diamond in Fig. 4(b) ). Below that value a significant reduction in the RbCs molecule production efficiency is observed (see Fig. 4(a) ).
We check that we produce a relatively clean singleatom MI shell by using a technique described in Ref. [8] . The lattice depth along the vertical axis is lowered to 10 E Cs rec to allow the atoms to tunnel and a potential tilt along this axis is applied adiabatically. When the tilt per lattice site approaches the Cs on-site interaction U CsCs a quantum phase transition is driven to a densitywave ordered state where every other lattice site along the tilt axis is occupied by a Cs-Cs atom pair. The Cs pairs are associated to weakly bound Cs 2 molecules by means of a magnetic Cs Feshbach resonance to determine the number of Cs pairs that were formed this way. We find that about 80% of the entire Cs sample forms pairs, comparable to the results presented in Ref. [8] . Such a high pair formation efficiency can only be achieved in a low-defect MI shell.
Critical transport velocity
The lattice depth V mix that is used for mixing the two samples sets a critical transport velocity v crit for transport of Rb [9] . Beyond v crit the superflow becomes chaotic in regions with average filling n Rb = 1, triggering superflow breakdown for the entire Rb sample. The Rb sample gets stuck close to its initial position and cannot follow the movement of the underlying Rb dipole trap.
In the vicinity of the SF-to-MI transition, for a 3D lattice, the critical quasimomentum that corresponds to the critical transport velocity v crit is given by [9] 
Here, k rec = h/λ is the recoil momentum set by the lattice light, and the interaction strength is u = U RbRb /J Rb , with the Hubbard interaction parameter U RbRb and the tunneling matrix element J Rb for Rb. The critical value for u, which marks the SF-to-MI quantum-phase transition [10] , is u c ≈ 34.8, which is reached for V Rb mix ≈ 13.8 E Rb rec . The group velocity with which the Rb sample moves through the lattice is defined by the dispersion relation of the lowest lattice band E(q) as v g (q) = ∂E(q)/∂q and allows us to calculate the critical transport velocity v crit = v g (q crit ) (dash-dotted line in Fig. 4(c) of the main article).
The value for the critical quasimomentum q crit predicted in Ref. [9] was experimentally tested in Ref. [11] with a Rb sample in a sinusoidally moving 3D optical lattice and good agreement between theory and experiment was found. In our experiment we perform linear transport by means of the underlying dipole trap that moves at constant speed in the presence of a stationary 3D lattice. The breakdown in superfluid transport is reflected by an abrupt loss of pair formation efficiency as shown in Fig. 4(a) of the main article. Concomitantly, we find from in-situ absorption images that the Rb sample experiences sudden inhibition of transport. The critical transport velocity v crit as determined from our data is much lower by at least a factor 2 than the one predicted by theory. Interestingly, the data are fit well by shifting the theoretical values by 3.5 E Rb rec towards shallower lattice depths (dashed line in Fig. 4(c) ). The discrepancy between our experiment and theory merits further investigations.
Magnetic field calibration
The magnetic field B is calibrated by microwave spectroscopy. To assure that we work under the same conditions as in the molecule formation experiment we use the sequence for molecule creation in an optical lattice as described above (see also Fig. S1 ) but load only a Cs sample, create a Cs one-atom MI, and substitute the molecule creation procedure by a 20-ms microwave pulse. A microwave antenna, powered by a programmable microwave source with 5 W output, irradiates the Cs atoms and drives the π transition of the lowest Cs hyperfine states |f Cs , m fCs = |3, 3 to |4, 3 . We measure the number of Cs atoms in state |3, 3 and |4, 3 by means of Stern-Gerlach separation as we scan the microwave frequency. We extract the resonance position from Gaussian fits to the data and calculate the corresponding value for B via the Breit-Rabi formula [12] . The values for B can then be converted to values for a RbCs [2] . In this way we are able to determine the zero-crossing of the interspecies scattering length a RbCs at 354.95 G with an accuracy of 17 mG. We note that the pole of the interspecies Feshbach resonance together with its adjacent zero crossing leave significant signatures in a different set of experiments in which we probe the interference contrast of the superfluid Rb sample as we scan across the Feshbach resonance. In particular, at a certain value for B we observe a drastic loss of interference contrast. This we associate with the pole of the resonance. The position of the pole agrees with what we expect from our B-field calibration.
Magnetic field stability is crucial during the mixing process when B ≈ 355 G. The most dominant magnetic noise contributions are at multiples of the line frequency 50 Hz. A feed-forward technique allows us to suppress Fourier components at 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 150 Hz, and 250 Hz. For this, a pick-up coil senses their phase and amplitude. During the mixing procedure these Fourier components are then added to B with a π phase shift synchronized to line. We thereby suppress the total magnetic field noise down to 50 mG rms, corresponding to about 15-a 0 rms uncertainty for the interspecies scattering length in the vicinity of its zero crossing. The magnetic field gradient |∇B| = 25.9 G/cm causes an additional shift of 16 a 0 across the typical 18-µm atom-sample diameter.
